Prospective study applying spoligotyping directly to DNA from sputum samples of patients suspected of having tuberculosis.
A prospective study was designed to evaluate the clinical usefulness of spoligotyping applied directly to sputum samples. Patients suspected of having tuberculosis were recruited at the Hospital Sanatorio Partenon in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Of the 197 samples included in the analysis, 175 (88.8%) yielded a spoligotyping result that fully matched that obtained from culture. Low bacillary samples presented lower accuracy (50%). From 135 Mycobacterium tuberculosis spoligopatterns, we identified 44 different spoligotypes, of which 21 were shared patterns and 23 were unique. T1 was the most frequent subfamily. The genotyping strategy proposed here presents a short turnaround time and could be helpful in providing rapid information on strain identities in a clinical setting.